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Abstract
Today data communication is a modern technology that contains a powerful computer processor to exchange
information. But brute force attacks are made to break the encryption techniques and these attacks are the main
drawbacks of older algorithms. This paper is concerned with the development of a secure messaging system based
on cryptographic algorithms that is which is more faster, better immune to attacks, more complex, easy to encrypt and
many more advanced security feature included. This project work is designed and developed for a secure messaging
both in web and android platforms. The application is well featured and provides encryption/decryption that can protect
message from unauthorized access and disclosure over networks. To send message, a recipient or registered user
types and encrypts a text message using keyword mono-alphabetic substitution algorithm with a key, selected from key
list. The encrypted message is stored in the database and receiver’s inbox with serial number of key (not the value).
The receiver, after log into his/her own account, selects the key value and then decrypts the encrypted message with
the key to see the original message. With compared to other messaging systems, the proposed secure messaging
system can be used for chat, messaging, video conferencing and real time file sharing in both web and android
platforms.
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Introduction
Technology is used in every sphere of life and people are more
dependent on Smartphone technology that contains a powerful
computer processor to exchange data information. This is because
of necessity of our multimedia documents to be protected from
unauthorized person. So a day-to-day use of cryptography [1] in
our life is increasing tremendously. Messaging system is a text or
instant messaging service component of phone, web, or mobile
communication systems over the world. But is it really safe to use?
Recently the Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) [2] has submitted
a report that is not comfortable for all users. Because we have to rely as
much of our personal information while chatting in fact it is not safe
to write there. The public instant messaging systems, the messages are
travel from the client to the server and back to the second client. This
data is potentially visible to eavesdroppers anywhere along its Internet
path or within the network. So the information at any moment it could
have gone to someone else. For this reason, this project work is concern
with the development of secure messaging system using cryptographic
technique.
Secure messaging is a server-based approach to protect sensitive
data from unauthorized access over Internet. It is confidential and
authenticated exchange by any internet user worldwide. Secure
messages provide non-repudiation as the recipients are personally
identified and transactions are logged by the secure email platform.
Brute force attacks [3] are made to break the encryption and they
are growing so faster. These attacks are the main drawbacks of older
algorithm. But with feature this algorithms will be replaced by other
techniques that will provide better protection. In this paper we are
going to proposed a secure messaging system that is implemented
by an encryption technique which is more faster, better immune to
attacks, more complex, easy to encrypt and many more advanced
security feature included.

Cryptography Algorithms
Cryptography is the study of Secret (crypto-) and Writing (-graphy),
respectively [4]. It is a technique for storing and transmitting data or
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message in a particular form so that only those for whom it is intended
can read and process it. In today’s computer technology, cryptography
is most often associated with scrambling ordinary text (also referred to
as plaintext) into cipher text, the process called encryption then back
again plaintext, the process known as decryption. Individuals who
practice this field are known as cryptographers. Modern cryptography
concerns itself with four major objectives; such as Confidentiality
(the information cannot be understood by anyone for whom it was
unintended), Integrity (the information cannot be altered or detected),
Non-repudiation (the sender of the information cannot deny at a
later stage his or her intentions in the creation or transmission of the
information), and Authentication (the sender and receiver can confirm
each other’s identity and the origin/destination of the information).
There are a number of algorithms for performing encryption
and decryption. The most successful algorithms use a key. A key
is simply a parameter to the algorithm that allows the encryption
and decryption process to occur. The modern field of key-based
cryptographic algorithms can be divided into two classes, such as
symmetric-key cryptography and asymmetric cryptography or publickey cryptography. Symmetric-key cryptography refers to encryption
methods in which both the sender and receiver share the same key. This
was the only kind of encryption publicly known until June 1976 [5]. The
public-key cryptography is cryptography in which a pair of keys is used
to encrypt and decrypt a message so that it arrives securely. Another
cryptographic algorithm is cryptographic hash function that uses a
mathematical transformation to irreversibly “encrypt” information.
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These one-way hash functions have been called “the workhorses of
modern cryptography” [6]. The input data is often called the message,
and the hash value is often called the message digest or simply the
digest. Although, it is difficult to determine the quality of an encryption
algorithm, it is a good idea to choose an encryption algorithm that has
been in use for several years and has successfully resisted all attacks
(Figure 1).

Public-key cryptography
Symmetric-key cryptosystems use the same key for encrypting and
decrypting message in network security. A significant disadvantage of
symmetric encryption is the key management necessary to use them
securely. In a groundbreaking 1976 paper, Whitfield Diffie and Martin
Hellman proposed the notion of public-key cryptography in which two
different but mathematically related keys are used; a public key and a
private key [7]. A public-key system is so constructed that calculation
of one key (the ‘private key’) is computationally infeasible from the
other (the ‘public key’). Instead, both keys are generated secretly, as
an interrelated pair. The historian David Kahn described public-key
cryptography as “the most revolutionary new concept in the field
since polyalphabetic substitution emerged in the Renaissance” [8].
An important element to the public key system is that the public and
private keys are related in such a way that only the public key can be
used to encrypt messages and only the corresponding private key can
be used to decrypt them. Moreover, it is virtually impossible to deduce
the private key if you know the public key [9].

Types of ciphers in cryptography
Encryption is the process of transforming plaintext data into
something that appears to be random and meaningless, known as
cipher text. Decryption is the process of converting cipher text back
to plaintext. To encrypt more than a small amount of data, symmetric

encryption is used. A symmetric key is used during both the encryption
and decryption processes. To decrypt a particular piece of cipher text,
the key that was used to encrypt the data must be used.
There several types of operations used for encryption and
decryption [10]. Substitution and transposition ciphers are two
categories of ciphers used in classical cryptography, as shown in
Figure 2. All encryption algorithms are based on these two principles.
In substitution, each element in the plain text is mapped into another
element, and in transposition, the plaintext are rearranged. Most
systems referred to as product systems, involved multiple stages of
substitution and transposition. Substitution and transposition differ
in how chunks of the message are handled by the encryption process.
There are different types of substitution cipher. If the cipher
operates on single letter, it is termed a simple substitution cipher; a
cipher that operates on a group of letters is termed polyalphabetic. A
mono-alphabetic cipher uses fixed substitution over the entire message,
whereas a polyalphabetic cipher uses a number of substitutions at
different positions in the message, where a unit from the plaintext is
mapped to one of several possibilities in the cipher text and vice versa.
The cryptographic algorithm with keyword mono-alphabetic cipher
has been used in this project work.

Keyword mono-alphabetic encryption
A mono-alphabetic substitution is a cipher in which each
occurrence of a plaintext symbol is replaced by a corresponding cipher
text symbol to generate cipher text. The key for such a cipher is a table
of the correspondence or a function from which the correspondence is
computed. An affine cipher E(x) = (ax+b) MOD 26 is an example of a
mono-alphabetic substitution. In a keyword mono alphabetic cipher,
substitution characters are a random permutation of the 26 letters of
the alphabet. An example is given in Table 1.

Figure 1: Three types of cryptography: Symmetric-key, public-key, and hash function.

Figure 2: Categories of Secure Message Transmission.
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Secure messaging is a server-based messaging approach to protect
sensitive data or message when it is sent to others. In this research, the
secure messaging system is designed using cryptographic algorithms.
It can be known as secure e-Mail where confidential and authenticated
exchanges can be done by any Internet user worldwide. Secure messages
provide non-repudiation as the recipients are personally identified
and transactions are logged by the secure email platform. Secure
Messages are stored on a network or internet server which is typically
more physically secure, and are encrypted when data is inbound or
outbound. The transmission of an electronic message over a computer
network using software immediately displays the message in a window
on the screen of the recipient in a secure fashion. It can facilitate real
time access and sharing of information in real time.

The key now is the sequence of substation letters. There are 26!
Permutations of the alphabet. Another ways to “generate” a monoalphabetic substitution is Keyword mono-alphabetic substitution.
A keyword or key phrase can be used to mix the letters to generate
the cipher alphabet. Let us consider the KEYWORD is “how”. In
encryption ‘a’ will replace with ‘H’, ‘b’ with ‘O’ and so on. Then the
transformation is given in Table 2. The cryptographic algorithm with
keyword mono-alphabetic cipher is used in this research.

Algorithm
To design the cryptographic algorithm, the keyword monoalphabetic cipher is used. Two character arrays are used; KEYWORD
is an array of character will used instead of KEY as used in experiment
and LETTER is used to form NEWLETTER in which first characters
will be inserted from the KEYWORD and then the remaining character
from LETTER will come sequentially. The KEY is the sequence of
substation letters. There are 26! Permutations of the alphabet; hence
the KEY length would be 26!. Also an array, MESSAGE is used to store
the characters of the original message. The encryption and decryption
algorithms for the keyword mono-alphabetic substitution technique
are shown in Figure 3 and 4, respectively.

Methodological Steps
The methodological steps for designing the proposed secure
messaging system (the system block diagram is shown in Figure 5) are
given below:

Text message creation
The text message is an original intelligible message or data that is fed
to the encryption algorithm as input. It is the contents of an ordinary
sequential file readable as textual material without much processing. It
is also known as a plaintext, what we want to encrypt. The plaintext can
contain strings, characters etc.

Secure Messaging System
Messaging system is a text or instant messaging service component
of phone, web, or mobile communication systems. It uses standardized
communications protocols to allow fixed line or mobile phone devices
to exchange short text messages [11]. Messaging makes the messaging
system responsible for transferring data from one application to
another, so the applications can focus on what data they need to share
as opposed to how to share it. But this system is not secure; anyone can
access or alter the message during the time of transferring from sender
to receiver.

Key selection
In cryptography, a key is a variable value that is used by a
cryptographic algorithm to transform plaintext to cipher text and vice
versa. This key remains private and ensures secure communication.
Without a key, the cryptographic algorithm would produce no useful
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Table 1: Example - mono-alphabetic substitution.
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Table 2: Example- keyword mono- alphabetic substitution.

Figure 3: Encryption algorithm using keyword mono-alphabetic substitution.

Figure 4: Decryption algorithm using keyword mono-alphabetic substitution.
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result. In the proposed work, the key is generated using a keyword
as the first characters and inserting the remaining characters of the
English alphabet. Repeated letters in the word are removed, and then
the encrypted message is generated with the keyword matching to A, B,
C etc. A large number of keywords are stored in the database. The key is
the sequence of substation letters and there are 26! Permutations of the
alphabet; hence the length of key would be 26!. To prevent a key from
being guessed, keys are generated randomly and contain sufficient
keywords. Users can choose a keyword to encrypted text message as
their wish.

Encryption
Encryption is the process that converts the text message into
encrypted message by using keyword mono-alphabetic substitution
algorithm, described in section 2.4. In the proposed system, the sender
selects a key from key list and writes a text message as input. The
sender end produces the encrypted message from the input message.
After encryption the message stored as encrypted form is the draft and
sent to the receiver. The encrypted message is an apparently random
stream of data, as it stands, is unintelligible. Only authorized receiver
can decrypt the encrypted messages.

Decryption
Decryption is the reverse operation of encryption. It is also used
keyword mono-alphabetic substitution algorithm, described in section
2.4. In this system, the receiver end must know both the key that
was selected by sender during encryption and encrypted message for

decryption. The decryption process is very simple with the correct key;
without the correct key it is impossible.

Interface design
The user interface is designed both for sender and receiver ends
both in web and android platforms, as shown in Figures 6 and 7,
respectively. This includes login, profile, notification, dashboard, quick
mail, chat, mailbox (inbox, sent, draft, etc.) and key list.

System Implementation
In this project work, the proposed secure messaging system has
been developed both in android and web platform. In web application,
the web server solution stack package, consisting mainly of the Apache
HTTP Server, MySQL database, and interpreters for scripts written
in the PHP programming languages are used for implementing the
system. A user registration is needed for log into the system and a
profile created for registered user. After log in, the system provides a
framework with menus where a user can send or retrieve a message.
The compose message option provides receiver, keyword and write text
message area. By clicking the send button the message stored on server
as an encrypted form. At the receiver end, the receiver uses the “Inbox”
GUI to request for the value of “key” from the database. A correct entry
of the key value will return the key that was sent by the sender. Using
this key the receiver can decrypt the encrypted message and then read
original message.
Android based secure messaging application performs client side
processing. This Client sends a HTTP request to the web server. The

Figure 5: Block diagram of the proposed secure messaging system.

Figure 6: The user interface for secure messaging system in web platform.
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Figure 7: The user interface for secure messaging system in android platform.

Figure 8: The GUI of the sender.

web server response to this request is sending result back in HTML
document. The android application that is the client convert the HTML
document into JSON format and process it as required. Sender sends
message to receiver from a secure messaging application need to be
able to get information about a receiver and keywords, ask questions,
select keyword they wish to encrypt message, and submit message.

Experiments and Result Analysis
The Graphic User Interface (GUI) is designed for the proposed
system that is more user-friendly. The system was run several times
and tested online in both web and android platforms. The sender can
write text message in the designed editor and encrypt with the selected
key and then send the encrypted message with the key number (not
the value of key) to the desired user. A sample of message sending is
shown in Figure 8. At the receiver end, the encrypted message with
key number is received, as shown in Figure 9. The receiver selects the
numbering key from the key list and decrypts the encrypted message
using this key, so that he/she can read the original message, as shown
in Figure 10.
A Project of the Electronic Frontier Foundation presents a secure
messaging scoreboard on the topics of secure and usable Cryptography [2].
According to this scoreboard, the proposed secure messaging system can
be compared with other messaging systems, as given in Table 3.

Conclusion
The main objective of the proposed system is to transfer message
in a communication system securely. Android-based and webbased applications for secure messaging have been developed using
cryptographic algorithms for the users to send their message between
J Telecommun Syst Manage, an open access journal
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registered users on any organization securely. The application is
supported through user authentication before sending message. The
proposed secure messaging system uses minimal processing with little
overhead while maintaining security. The authentication of each user
is made strong by storing sensitive credentials for each user by using
Salt in the database. Encryption and decryption of message are done
by using keyword mono-alphabetic substitution algorithm, which is
based on Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) [12,13]. This is less
secure than the public-key encryption scheme. This is main limitation
of this work. An eavesdropper that breaks into the message will return
a meaningless message. Obviously encryption and decryption is one of
the best ways of hiding the meanings of a message from intruders in a
network environment.
The proposed secure messaging can be used in many areas with
personal and company-wide sensitive data exchanges. For example,
financial institutions, insurance companies, public services, health
organizations and service providers rely on the protection by Secure
Messaging. This research work includes a background study and
comparison analysis of existing systems and the analysis report is shown
in Table 3. From the comparison table, given in Table 3, it is concluded
that the developed application can be considered for chat, messaging,
video conferencing and real time file sharing in these application areas.
The proposed system has been designed and developed with
easy integration and modification to take full advantage of future
technologies. There are some limitations in the current system to which
solutions will be provided as a future development; such as, small
number of keywords uses only keyword mono-alphabetic substitution
algorithm and network bandwidth. In future, a public-key encryption
scheme will be implanted in secure messaging system.
Volume 5 • Issue 3 • 1000142
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Figure 9: The GUI of the receiver without decryption.

Figure 10: The receiver end after decryption.
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7. Has there been an
independent security audit?

2. Is your communication
encrypted with a key the
provider doesn't have access
to?

Proposed Secure Messaging System

Name of the applications

1. Is your communication
encrypted in transit?

Features

Table 3: Comparison features of the proposed system with others.
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